Making magic through the arts since 1986

Two clicks... that's how easy it is to order stuff from Amazon. Sometimes, given my late night order history, I wonder if it's too easy...

I need you to make two clicks today.

Spring residencies are underway, and it's time for supply purchasing. Easels, paint, clay, pompoms, crayons, brushes, scissors, and googly eyes...

Materials like that make magic in the classroom. And you can make that magic through well-stocked art supply kits in residency classrooms.

Can you check out that Amazon wish list and make two clicks?

In the Collaborative Integrated Arts Residencies, teaching artists work alongside classroom teachers to engage students in art projects that connect directly to the curriculum and celebrate each child's authentic voice. “When the art started, the stress melted away, and then there was joy.”

-Teacher from a recent residency

Do you want to make that joy happen? You can if you make a purchase from this Amazon wishlist filled with supplies for the residencies.

The supplies you purchase go right into the hands of students with disabilities. Your gift deepens connection in the classroom and builds social and emotional skills through the arts.

Remember, it's easy! Just two clicks...

Thanks so much for your generosity and support!

Katie Miller, Executive Director

(Thanks for your patience, our first email had some links that weren't working!)

Thank you for your continued support!

The mission of Inclusive Arts Vermont is to use the magic of the arts to engage the capabilities and enhance the confidence of children and adults with disabilities. We do this through education, exhibition, and capacity building programs for teachers, students, artists, and organizations.